
MFS Africa had deals with all the major mobile money networks and

operators in Africa. It was growing exponentially with an annualised

growth rate for the value of money transferred of 350% (as of September

2017). We felt that this was just the start. Most mobile money transactions

are cash in-cash out, airtime top-ups, P2P transfers and merchant

payments within the network. But there is a new generation of mobile

money digital financial services emerging. These include lending, savings

and cross border remittances. And then there is the potential to take the

concept to Asia as part of China’s Belt and Road initiative. MFS can really

help to drive greater financial inclusion, and not just in Africa

Why we invested

SECTOR. FINTECH

Headquartered in 

Johannesburg, South Africa 

MFS Africa develops and distributes tailored yet scalable mobile financial

solutions to underserved markets across Africa. By opening up key financial

services to unbanked and under-banked customers, it increases financial

inclusion by providing accessible and affordable alternatives for remittance

and money transfers, micro-lending, micro-insurance, micro-savings and

payments.

 

MFS Africa is the leader in the continent’s rapidly growing market for cross-

border mobile payments. Launched in 2010, this innovative fintech helps

payments’ systems communicate with each other so people can send money

outside their network or country. It also enables its customers – banks, mobile

operators, merchants, utility providers and employers – to issue microloans,

sell airtime, accept e-payments and pay digital wages.

 

What makes MFS Africa stand out, however, is the way it does this: through a

single API and Hub model that scales faster and is much more cost-effective

and efficient than the alternative, which is to create multiple point-to-point

networks. MFS Africa already connects over 180 million mobile wallet

customers in 55 markets and over 100 partnerships with mobile network

operators, mobile transfer operators, banks and corporate payments’

providers. The ambition is to further the popularity of mobile wallets as safe,

convenient, compliant and cost-effective delivery channels for international

remittances.

MFS AFRICA

THE FOREMOST MOBILE MONEY

CONNECTIVITY HUB IN AFRICA

Named second most innovative company 

in Africa by Fast Company in 2017.

200m+

mobile wallets 

MFS Africa is the largest Mobile Money

Hub in Africa, with over 200 million

wallets connected.

33

countries served

FOUNDED IN 2009

FIRST INVESTMENT IN 2017

SECTOR: FINTECH

Goodwell Investments has a rare combination of the 3Cs: understanding

of Context, ability to work across Culture and a great deal of Courage to

actually close deals. It makes them an outstanding partner to be on your

side when you are playing the long game as we are.

Dare Okoudjou, founder and CEO of MFS Africa
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https://www.goodwell.nl/portfolio/equitas-exit/

